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Date 

07/2/2014 

 

To 

Jason Beske, Kris Krider, Andrew D’huyvetter 

 

From 

Margaret Rhodes 

 

Copies to  

Rob White, Earl Jackson, William Kenworthey 

Project 

ARLINGTON COURTHOUSE SQUARE 

 

Company 

Arlington County Planning Department 

 

Re 

July 1, 2014 Working Group Meeting #9 

 
 
WORKING GROUP DISCUSSION: 

(Transcribed by Margaret Rhodes) 

Attendees: 

Working Group 

Nancy Iacomini / Leo Sarli / Peter Owen / Bill Ross / Jon Kinney / Ken Fulton / Jaime Areizaga-Zoto/ Gabriel Thoumi / Evelyn Gee / Janel 

Brattland 
 

County Staff 

Kris Krider / Jason Beske / Jill Griffin / Dennis Sellin /Margaret Rhodes/Andrew D’huyvetter / Richard Hartman / Diane Probus / 

Vincent Verweij / Rachel Jackson / John Liebertz / Cynthia Liccese-Torres 

 

Consultants 

N/A 

 

Public 
Kendrick Whitmore  

Matt Allman 

Robert Vaughn 

Clay Friend 

Dale Donahue 

David Phillips 

John Dalton 

Frederick Rothester 

 

 

Meeting Agenda: 

 Purpose of meeting was to discuss cultural resources, building placement and a synthesized approach to the redevelopment 
of the study area 

 A walking tour of the study area was also conducted 
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Cultural Resources Discussion 

 Cynthia Liccese-Torres presented a brief PowerPoint presentation on cultural resources in the study area 

 Question regarding whether the photo of the Moncure building was depicting the correct building 

 Has the County had a history of building relocation? The County hasn’t moved buildings but buildings in 

Arlington have been moved; power lines can be limiting factors but there are none to prevent the Simmonds 
building being relocated 

 Concern regarding the identification of the Simmonds building as the most architecturally significant, when it is 

not on the HRI and was not identified as significant during the last historic preservation discussion at a Working 
Group meeting; why is that building not on the County’s Historic Resources Inventory (HRI) if it is important and 
why are the ones on the HRI perhaps not as important?; this information is coming to the community late in the 
process 

 Staff responded that there are gaps in the HRI and that some buildings have come of age since the HRI was 

complete; staff is starting on an HRI update; the HRI is a tool and as staff learns more about a neighborhood, 
new information comes to light; the HRI is a work in progress 

 The facades on the north side of the Landmark block could be re-used in a new building and they could have a 

dialogue with the Four Courts block 

 What is nice about the facades on the north side of the Landmark block is their scale, rhythm, entrances, etc. 

 The preservation of the Simmonds building is a new idea and its ability to be moved could help preserve it 
because it should stand alone, as it does now, instead of being incorporated into a larger development block 

 The Simmonds building has a nice, symmetrical design and could be used as a farmer’s market structure 

 The potential is good for a scale-down preservation of the Cosi building if you remove the additions 

 In DC off of Pennsylvania Avenue they have retained the façades effectively 

 Could retain historic facades and intersperse them with modern spaces to have an interesting historical/modern 

rhythm 

 

Buildings Discussion 

 Can a building be built in the air rights over the Strayer building? 

 Staff mentioned that one benefit of a County building on the Verizon site is the long sightlines across the 
potential square 

 Staff indicated Mother Tree is doing better this year than in recent years and estimates that it is 100 years old with 

a potential 5-10 year lifespan; the Solider Tree is approximately 50 years old and could last indefinitely (100-200 
years); staff could gather seedlings from the Mother Tree 

 The Landmark building is a good option for a County building with its prominent location, lack of shadows on the 

square, etc. 

 If a building was developed on a location without an existing footprint, it would take up potential open space 

 A very tall building on the Court Square West site would be very visible from the National Mall 

 A building on the east side of the square would create a canyon along Courthouse Road 

 If there was a building on 15th Street, the AMC Theatre and the Court Square West building could be replaced 
with open space 

 Suggestion to purchase the existing 380,000 sf Verizon Plaza building, which is not fully leased, for County 
purposes 

 Affordable housing and Public Land for Public Good should be considered 

 Suggestion to move the AMC Theatre to the Verizon site  

 Could put a cultural facility on the Verizon Plaza 
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 The Simmons building could be moved across the street into the square and be adaptively reused as a market 
shed 

 Regarding the trees, one recommendation was to save the Soldier Tree but start growing a new Mother Tree 

now; don’t design around this tree 

 By preserving the trees you also preserve the trees that will lead to a future tree and you reserve the space for a  

future grove 

 The Mother Tree is in a difficult location; maybe it’s better to have underground parking there and move the 
plaques to another location on the square where there could be new trees 

 Maybe there is a way to coordinate the three different markers 

 If the trees were removed is the area where they are currently located still the best place for a grove?  Staff 

answered yes in terms of sunlight and soil; one suggested showing trees there on the concepts shared at the 
workshop; another agreed that the public needs something to react to; two suggested that there is no 
consensus on the retention of the trees; from an urban design perspective, one suggested that it is a bad idea to 
have a void on the edge 

 Concern that the trees obscure the view; some discussion of the difference between the heights of ornamental 

trees versus the canopy trees and how the two different kinds of trees do very different things 

 Would canopy trees divide the County building, if it were on the Landmark block, from the civic space on the 

square? 

 Images of Columbus Circle show how trees can be an asset; there are lots of examples from around the world of 
capitals with large, iconic trees 

 Staff indicated that trees should not be viewed as an obstruction, but an asset and that it is hard to move the 
trees and the jail; the trees shield views from the jail and also provide the prisoners with something nice to look at 

 There did seem to be consensus that buildings should not be shown on the square, but that there should be a 

memorial 

 Consulted the charge from the County Board and confirmed that a distributed model could be considered 

 Staff indicated that the group was not just to look at the placement of the County building, but also at 
development and massing in totality 

 The Landmark Block is the best location for the County building and has great views; the Strayer site would be a 

good location for a low, glass market structure as there are good views of this site from down Clarendon; 
entertainment (AMC, Artisphere type building) could be accommodated on the Verizon block; two others 
agreed with this approach 

 As the Strayer and Verizon sites are also privately owned, why are we not considering the Landmark Block as a 
good site for the County building? 

 Should have a building of substance on the Landmark block 

 Should be something in front of the Verizon building whether it is a cultural facility or a 6 or 7 story building; the jail 
and courthouse already frame the eastern side of the square 

 First choice in the comment matrix was many lower buildings around the plaza for massing; existing heights are 
favorable; no call for a grand edifice from the neighborhoods 

 Preference for Courthouse as opposed to Ballston building heights; Ballston feels canyon-like and the 

neighborhood does not favor taller buildings here 

 Massing in addition to height is important in how buildings appear 

 Trees in front of the jail or courthouse might be better than in a grove; Verizon could be a location for the 
government building as this would preserve the north-south axis and would be strategic for the County because 
it could spill over into the other buildings on that block; the County building would not have to accommodate all 

of the square footage in this scenario 

 In response to the suggestion from two that the AMC Theatre and Court Square West sites become open space, 
one suggested that there should be buildings there even if they are not a government building.  However, if this 

were a government building it can accommodate 300k for a county building without very tall heights. 
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 One suggested that a really tall Strayer block building used for government purposes would make it feel like “big 
government” and that this is not desirable; no building is better than a skyscraper on the Strayer block 

 The Strayer site is a key visual site from Clarendon and a good space for an urban, vertical lighthouse; no 

building there would make the site feel lost among giants 

 A farmers market shed could be a good use on the Strayer block.  It could also have an iconic (pyramid at the 

Louvre) like focus or architectural statement. 

 One suggested that the Strayer block would not be good for open space as it is noisy, uncomfortable and small 
and another concurred 

 Maybe half of the Strayer block is open and half could be a building, such as a market shed 

 Is the Strayer block a good site for transit improvements? A possible accessory site the Landmark Bock for 

transportation improvements?  

 Could move the Simmonds building to the Strayer site; thinking of the Pyramid at the Louvre and the newsstand 
in Harvard Square 

 Could turn Uhle between the Strayer and Landmark blocks into a covered bridge with pedestrian access below 

 Favors the Strayer site as a low building with a market with small merchants, but could also see a higher building 

there 

 Could be challenging to develop the Strayer site from an engineering and parking perspective 

 Desire for Veitch Street to go rhoguth and for there to be open space on the Court Square West and AMC 
Theatre sites 

 Would like to discuss the format of the workshop at the next working group meeting 

 Would like an explanation for each concept presented 

 Suggestion to use a less hostile color for the modeling blocks than orange 

 Ask consultants for next best site for trees 

 

 


